Linear and quadratic internally contracted multireference coupled-cluster approximations.
Linear and quadratic approximations to the internally contracted multireference coupled-cluster (icMRCC) method are implemented and analyzed by using the linked and unlinked coupled-cluster formalisms. This includes methods based on perturbation theory as well as the coupled-electron pair approximation, CEPA(0). The similarities and differences between all the approximations serve to highlight and provoke discussion about methodological peculiarities of the icMRCC ansatz. When calculating potential energy curves (PECs), discontinuities are observed for the linear icMRCC energies. Using a diagrammatic representation, the terms that cause but also reduce these discontinuities are identified. For benchmarking test cases such as calculating PECs, singlet-triplet splittings, and barrier heights, the multireference CEPA(0) approximation performs well; however, it suffers from a lack of size consistency and so cannot represent a step forward to the goal of developing a computationally cheap and accurate icMRCC method.